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4.  Data and preliminary discussion of the model 
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5.  Analysis of the BCD model and extensions 
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    Analysis of 
1 ˆ
t A             Analysis of 
2 ˆ
t A        
DF test  Measurement error    DF test  Measurement error 
[conventional p!value] p!value power     [conventional p!value] p!value power 
Australia  !4.62 [0.0"] 0.02  0.95    !5.36 [0.00]  0.00  0.99 
Belgium  !4.49 [0.0"] 0.03  0.9"    !4.65 [0.0"] 0.02  0.96 
Canada  !2.42 [0.36]  0.99  ".00    !".88 [0.63]  0.94  0.04 
Denmark  !3.06 [0."4] 0.87  ".00    !3.42 [0.07]  0.54  ".00 
England & Wales !2.74 [0.24]  0.56  0.32    !3.25 [0."0] 0.20  0.7" 
France  !3.95 [0.03]      !4.35 [0.0"]    
Germany  !3.57 [0.05]      !4.46 [0.0"]    
Italy  !2.70 [0.25]  0.95  ".00    !3."6 [0."2] 0.37  0.45 
Japan  !2.73 [0.24]      !4.29 [0.0"] 0.44  ".00 
Netherlands  !3."7 [0.""] 0.47  0.27    !4.72 [0.0"] 0.03  0.86 
Norway  !".88 [0.63]  0.76  0."9    !2.09 [0.52]  0.64  0.30 
Poland  !3.37 [0.08]      !3.43 [0.07]  0.88  ".00 
Spain  !3.68 [0.04]      !4.36 [0.0"] 0."6  ".00 
Sweden  !4.35 [0.0"] 0.80  ".00    !5."" [0.00]  0.05  ".00 
Switzerland  !3.30 [0.09]      !3.60 [0.05]    
USA 0.99  [".00]           0.79 [".00]       
 
                                                                   
 
   Australia  Belgium  Canada  Denmark  Eng & Wales  France  Germany  Italy 
    Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc 
Rank 2 (equation 7)
Expected value  "6.36  "6.49  "4.85 "4.85 "5.96 "6.44 "4.53 "4.76 "5.6"  "5.68 "5.65 "5.68 "5.84 "6.30 "5.63 "5.62
Lower decile  "6.29  "6.04  "4.83 "4.76 "5.86 "5.43 "4.42 "4."" "5.55  "5.36 "5.62 "5.5" "5.73 "5.3" "5.60 "5.48
Upper decile  "6.43  "7.00  "4.87 "4.94 "6.06 "8.48 "4.65 "5.54 "5.66  "6.07 "5.68 "5.85 "5.95 "8.24 "5.66 "5.78
90:"0 range  0."4 0.96 0.05 0."80 . "9 3.05 0.23 ".43 0."" 0.7" 0.06 0.34 0.22 2.93 0.05 0.30
Rank " (equation 8)
Expected value  "6.20  "6.20  "4.8" "4.8" "5.90 "5.88 "4."8 "4."8 "5.35  "5.35 "5.67 "5.67 "5.26 "5.26 "5.47 "5.49
Lower decile  "5.97  "5.86  "4.57 "4.47 "5.72 "5.60 "3.87 "3.73 "5."8  "5."" "5.49 "5.40 "5."0 "5.04 "5.29 "5.2"
Upper decile  "6.43  "6.53  "5.06 "5."5 "6.08 "6."6 "4.49 "4.62 "5.5"  "5.58 "5.86 "5.94 "5.4" "5.48 "5.65 "5.79
90:"0 range  0.46  0.67  0.49 0.68 0.37 0.56 0.62 0.89 0.33  0.47 0.37 0.54 0.30 0.44 0.35 0.58
Rank 0 (equation 6)
Expected value  "6.32  "6.35  "4.95 "4.97 "5.56 "5.56 "4.46 "4.47 "5.54  "5.55 "5.66 "5.67 "5.37 "5.38 "5.95 "5.97
Lower decile  "5.58  "5.26  "4.47 "4.28 "5.25 "5."" "4.0" "3.84 "5.04  "4.83 "5."9 "4.97 "5.02 "4.86 "5.36 "5."0
Upper decile  "7.09  "7.49  "5.44 "5.72 "5.87 "6.03 "4.9" "5."" "6.04  "6.3" "6."4 "6.38 "5.73 "5.90 "6.56 "6.87
90:"0 range  ".5" 2.23  0.98 ".44 0.62 0.92 0.89 ".27 ".00  ".48 0.96 ".4" 0.7" ".04 "."9 ".78
"Spread"  ".0%  ".8% 0.9% "."% 2.5% 5.5% 2.4% 4.0% ".7%  2.2% 0."%0 . "% 3.8% 6.7% 3."% 3.0%                    
 
Japan Netherlands  Norway  Poland  Spain  Sweden  Switzerland  USA 
    Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc Cert Unc 
Rank 2 (equation 7)
Expected value  "6."8  "6.28  "6.00 "6.8" "5.53 "5.67 "3.40 "3.75 "5.27  "5.40 "5.47 "5.48 "6.06 "6."3 "7."5 "7.02
Lower decile  "6."0  "5.9"  "5.80 "4.89 "5.42 "5."4 "3."8 "2.63 "5.23  "5."0 "5.44 "5.37 "6.02 "5.87 "6.93 "4.69
Upper decile  "6.25  "6.68  "6.20 20.34 "5.63 "6.28 "3.62 "5.43 "5.3"  "5.7" "5.50 "5.59 "6."" "6.40 "7.36 "9.64
90:"0 range  0."4 0.77 0.40 5.45 0.2" "."4 0.44 2.80 0.08 0.6" 0.05 0.23 0.09 0.53 0.43 4.95
Rank " (equation 8)
Expected value  "6.49  "6.48  "5.07 "5.07 "5.26 "5.26 "2.79 "2.8" "5.24  "5.24 "5.39 "5.39 "6.04 "6.04 "7.29 "6.95
Lower decile  "6."5  "5.96  "4.83 "4.74 "4.95 "4.80 "2.29 "2.09 "5.08  "5.02 "5.20 "5."3 "5.77 "5.65 "6.95 "4.""
Upper decile  "6.82  "7.00  "5.30 "5.40 "5.57 "5.7" "3.30 "3.54 "5.40  "5.47 "5.58 "5.65 "6.3" "6.44 "7.59 "9.7"
90:"0 range  0.67  ".03 0.48 0.66 0.62 0.9" ".0" ".45 0.32 0.45 0.37 0.52 0.54 0.79 0.64 5.59
Rank 0 (equation 6)
Expected value  "6.35  "6.35  "4.82 "4.84 "5.47 "5.50 "2.99 "3.0" "5.47  "5.49 "5.60 "5.62 "6.23 "6.25 "5.08 "5.09
Lower decile  "5.83  "5.60  "4.40 "4.25 "4.84 "4.60 "2.43 "2.23 "4.93  "4.7" "5."4 "4.96 "5.73 "5.52 "4.80 "4.67
Upper decile  "6.88  "7."2  "5.25 "5.46 "6."3 "6.48 "3.58 "3.83 "6.02  "6.30 "6.08 "6.32 "6.75 "7.00 "5.37 "5.52
90:"0 range  ".05  ".52 0.85 ".2" ".30 ".88 "."5 ".6" "."0  ".59 0.93 ".36 ".02 ".48 0.57 0.85
"Spread"  ".9%  ".2%  7.7% "2.7% ".7% 2.6% 4.7% 7.2% ".5%  ".6% ".4% ".5% ".2% ".3% "3.3% "".8%









Australia 0.970  0.980  0.935 
Belgium 0.994  0.978  0.953 
Canada 0.890  0.982  0.97" 
Denmark 0.950  0.970  0.957 
Eng  &  Wales  0.976 0.985 0.954 
France 0.989  0.983  0.956 
Germany 0.894  0.986  0.967 
Italy 0.990  0.98" 0.946 
Japan 0.976  0.970  0.955 
Netherlands 0.827  0.978  0.960 
Norway 0.962  0.97" 0.94" 
Poland 0.892  0.946  0.940 
Spain 0.980  0.985  0.950 
Sweden 0.993  0.983  0.957 
Switzerland 0.984  0.976  0.956 
USA 0.867  0.860  0.972 
                                                                                 
 
   Ignoring measurement error in factors  Modelling measurement error in factors
Netherlands 
Mean  "4.838  "4.836 
Lower decile  "4.257  "4.276 
Upper  decile  "5.450  "5.4"4 
90:"0  "."92  "."38 
Money's worth  0.960  0.962 
Norway 
Mean  "5.505  "5.509 
Lower decile  "4.6""  "4.648 
Upper  decile  "6.462  "6.446 
90:"0  ".85"  ".798 
Money's worth  0.942  0.943 
 
 
 